Small molecules re-establish neural cell fate of human fibroblasts via autophagy activation.
The generation of neural cells is of great interest in medical research because of its promising in neurodegenerative diseases. Small chemical molecules have been used for inducing specific cell types across lineage boundaries. Therefore, to direct neural cell fate, small molecule is a feasible approach for generating clinically relevant cell types without genetic alterations. Human fibroblasts have been directly induced into neural cells with different combinations of small molecules; however, the mechanism underlying neural induction is still not fully understood. In this study, human fibroblasts were induced into neural cells by using only 4 small molecules in a short time period, 5 d. Small molecules used in this study included WNT activator, DNMT inhibitor, Notch inhibitor, and retinoic acid. Neural-specific genes, including NESTIN, TUJ1, and SOX2, were upregulated upon the induction for 5 d. Noteworthy, this neural induction process by small molecules coincided with the activation of autophagy. Autophagy-related genes, such as LC3, ATG12, and LAMP1, were enhanced upon neural induction, and the number of induced-neural cells decreased when autophagy was suppressed by chloroquine. The activation of autophagy was found to reduce ROS generation within the induced-neural cells, and the inhibition of autophagy by chloroquine suppressed the expression of antioxidant genes, CATALASE, SOD, and GPX. This implied that autophagy maintained the optimal level of ROS for neural induction of human fibroblasts. Altogether, this study presented the effective and convenient condition to induce neural cells from human fibroblasts and revealed the positive roles of autophagy in controlling neural cell induction.